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Boarding students, 214
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Department heads, 107
Doctorate as a requirement for professorship, 261
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- classifying members, 36
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- recruiting new members, 152
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Fellowships for promising young teachers, 260
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Fraternities, 190, 192
Graduate school, admission to, 278
Graduate school dean, 36
Graduate students, financial assistance to, 280
Graduate work, when should an institution enter on, 276
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Graduates, securing positions for, 201
Grants in aid, 203
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Houses, dormitory, organization of, 195
Inaugurals, 4
Intercollegiate athletics, 211
Interviewing prospective staff members, 155
Intramural athletics, 210
Inventory, how to use, 127
Landscape architect should plan campus, 143
Leaders, identifying in college, 218
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Legislature
- change in attitude toward education, 57
- its technic in dealing with requests, 60
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- presenting needs to, 58
- use of alumni with, 61
Library, 293, 297
Library stack room, 299
Loan funds and scholarships, 204, 206
Nominating committee, 171
Non-fraternity men and women, organization of, 194
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Ohio State University, professorial appointments, 37
Parliament, college and university, 83, 86
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Personnel blank used at Iowa State, 320
Plans for buildings, preparation in advance, 145
Plant maintenance, 116
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Presidents
- age of 300 presidents on election, 72
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- emeritus, how to utilize, 43
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- intangibles and imponderables, 19
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- old, effect on institution, 43
- personal influence, 20
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Presidents (continued)
puzzling problems, 34
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responsibility for leadership, 40
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unsatisfactory men, 77
what is expected of him, 6, 76
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dog, 29
house, 26–27
secretary, 18
time, 11, 15, 17
wife, 22, 24, 25
Probation, how a student can get off, 208
Professional meetings, attendance of faculty, 137
Professor, removal as unsatisfactory, 34
Provost, 93
Public relations, 138
Recruiting new faculty members, 152
Registrar and his functions, 108
Research
cost in money, 273
cost in time, 272
foundations, 286
funds, allotment of, 275
interdepartmental committees, 284
its importance, 269
observations on, 274
Sabbatical leave, 161
Scholarship and grants-in aid, 203
Scholarship rank, basis for determining for any student, 313
Senate, university, 85
Ship is greater than the crew, 198
Stenographic bureau, 125
Student
activity accounts, auditing, 196
activity tickets, 203
boarding, 214
health service, 212
loan funds, 204
publications and faculty control, 200
articulation high school and freshman year, 249
Students
education of parents, 180
failure of able students, 186
high school grades and success in college, 181
occupations of fathers, 129
progress in college, 183
proportion working up to ability, 188
and their relation to college, 179
transfer, 201
upper class, who make low grades, 187
Superintendent of buildings and grounds, 116
Surveys of colleges and universities, 129, 131
Trustees
appointment of, 48
appointment to staff, 53
calibre of appointments, 59
centralized and individual boards, 48
committee on efficiency and cooperation, 50
committee on student affairs, 50
finance committee, 51
formulation of policies, 62
Hughes’ experience with, 49
influence of W. R. Boyd, 51
judicial and nourishing boards, 51
and the legislature, 57
McVey’s experience with, 47
matters of concern to, 53
president chairman of board, 64
president should attend all meetings, 49
Dr. H. S. Pritchard’s addresses, 51
responsibilities, 52
size of board, 56
Teaching, 252
a faculty matter, 247–48
importance of, 247
and research, 163
supervision from president’s office, 254
Twenty-year plan, 136
University foundations, wider use of, 288
University press, 803

Vice-President
in charge of business, 66
in charge of faculty and curricula, 68, 93

in charge of public relations, 69
duties of 3rd vice-president, 69
on economy and efficiency, 69
Visiting college classes, 260

Words, organization of, 195
YMCA and YWCA, 197